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Architecture is slow, very slow; yet architectural thought
is fast. While architectural representation conforms to
a system of standards and guidelines that allow for the
production of buildings, architecture is also the practice of
giving form to thought. In the process of creating edifices
that house social, political, and spatial relations, architects
make visible functions of society in operational and
aspirational terms. Drawings in this collection represent
edifices of thought—aka Fast Buildings.

–Eva Franch i Gilabert

Fast Buildings is a selection of drawings from works
produced as part of an ongoing initiative by Storefront for
Art and Architecture to examine methods of architectural
representation. The show brings together works by
architects from past exhibitions, including Aesthetics/
Anesthetics (2012), POP: Protocols Obsessions Positions
(2013), Measure (2015), and Sharing Models (2016).
Each iteration of Storefront’s Drawing Series invites
selected participants to consider Storefront for Art and
Architecture’s gallery space (A/A, POP, and Measure)
or the island of Manhattan (Sharing Models) as a site
to explore and reflect upon a specific topic through the
medium of drawing. In each iteration, architects interrogate
the architectural drawing as a method and means by
which notions of representation and production could
be understood—from aesthetic clichés to disciplinary
obsessions to data visualizations—in order to present a
new architectural idea.
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Drawing Series Works

Reserve Buoyancy
Höweler + Yoon, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

Buoyancy is the quality of relative
lightness, or the upward pressure exerted
by a fluid in which a body is immersed.
Reserve buoyancy, in nautical design,
refers to chamber of air intended to
remain above an anticipated flood line,
with enough buoyancy to ensure a vessel
remains afloat in the event of flooding.
Reserve Buoyancy recognizes the reserve
potential of Air Rights in Lower Manhattan
as a resource, but also as an emergency
flotation device for the metropolitan ship
as it confronts the precarious seas of
contemporary Manhattan real estate and
the extreme climatic events of our present
moment.
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Triptych to the Life and Death of the Buffer Zone, Peer-to-Pier
The Open Workshop, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

If sharing requires a common collective
realm, it also necessitates difference
in that each person or constituency
offers a unique resource to be shared.
At the core of sharing, we find Hannah
Arendt’s definition of human plurality
as a dialectical condition between
our collective and individual desires.
Nowhere else is this relationship so
clearly depicted as in the grid of
Manhattan—which provides a collective
armature that enables unique expression.
While this difference is typically situated
in the interior of the block, the avenue
of Broadway inserts difference into the
grid itself. By not assimilating into the

grid, Broadway instead creates a series
of public spaces from the anomalous
parcels it forms as it crosses the grid.
Similarly, in the far northern reaches of
Manhattan, Inwood is one of the few
neighborhoods that have not assimilated
into the collective grid. With few access
points, it sits in isolation. Curiously,
its urban grid ascribes to Broadway’s
trajectory, eliminating difference, and
therefore the production of parcels that
resist commodification.
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The Golden Loop
RICA (Iñaqui Carnicero + Lorena Del Río), 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

The Golden Loop represents a satirical
perspective on the extravagance and
wastefulness of these real estate practices.
As opposed to taxation or regulation,
the project will engage these properties
directly by providing access, both visually
and physically, to otherwise forbidden
domains. The goal of the project is to
re-incorporate the territories lost to the
insatiable appetite of the super-elite back
into the public sphere by allowing universal
access to the amenities that they hoard.
Through the act of occupation instead of
inhabitation, we are left to contemplate
how these two vastly different worlds can
exist simultaneously, oblivious to each
other’s existence. To illustrate the problem

with pied-à-terres, golden volumes have
been stacked onto the most significant
residences, representing the percentage of
each building that consist of underutilized
homes. The project’s intervention, an
elevated promenade that circles Central
Park South and “Billionaire’s Row,” shows
how, through occupation instead of
inhabitation, the city can gain back its
lost space. In a city short on space, The
Golden Loop makes use of pied-à-terres
while owners are absent, blurring the lines
between what is public and private, and
providing a setting to contemplate how the
other half lives.
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Storefront Carpet Bombing
Bernard Khoury, 2016. Measure.

[…] also known as saturation bombing,
has been done in a progressive manner
to inflict damage maximum influence […]
in the same way that a carpet covers a
floor.
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City of Things
Manuel Hertz Architects, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

Who is the “we” that we consider when we
think of sharing? Can we think of sharing
much more radically and substantially
than the way it is used by the (neo-liberal)
instruments of flat-share, car-share, workshare, time share, and similar devices that
are mostly consumption-oriented? Can
we radically expand the “we” to include
animals, plants, and even inanimate
objects? Can we think of a truly shared
city where we humans are just one among
many other actors in the urban fabric?
This model represents a vision of
Manhattan where all things, animate
and inanimate, are given a right to
representation. Streets, roads, parks,

and empty lots become a space for the
public, for all things. Human transport
is solely public, including an extensive
underground system and bicycles.
Cars are no longer used, freeing up an
additional fifty percent of space for novel
use, space to share. The model provides
a habitat for a new fauna and flora to
develop, a political ecology.
Given the nature of the small scale, this
model partially operates on the level of
illustration. It is a representation of our
acknowledgement that the object-subject
dichotomy does not apply in a shared
city.
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A City for the Newer Age
Leong Leong, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

NEWFAR proposes an unthinkable shift in
the value of space, challenging citizens
to imagine how the latent potential of the
real estate market could be translated
into unforeseen social capital. In an
inconceivable twist in the history of New
York’s real estate market, unused slivers
of FAR (floor area ratio) are aggregated
and redistributed as NEWFAR, creating
a constellation of shared spaces in the
form of fantastical communal typologies
for collective urban life. The first nine
programs include a forum, apothecary,
sound bath, rehabilitation center, sleep
room, bathhouse, kitchen, spiritual cave,
and floating garden. While each typology

is designed for a simple activity such as
eating, healing, playing, or reflecting, their
shapes remain ambiguous and reveal
the latent potential of the market in the
form of an alternate neo-cosmopolitan
reality. NEWFAR explores architecture’s
capacity to connect the individual to the
collective through scaleless forms and
their organization throughout the city.
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Storefront Galaxy
DUS Architects, 2013. POP.

copy, paste, expand, respond, build,
print, personal, layer by layer.
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Rummage
T+E+A+M, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

The day all of our unwanted things
relocated to the city’s open spaces was
the day the new commons appeared.
All of our idle possessions, discarded
objects, various rubbles and clutter—the
stuff you can always find on the curb,
on Craigslist, or heaped up in an empty
lot—was now the material of a new urban
space. What had been distributed across
closets, garages, attics, and basements
was now gathered into long piles that
formed large open rooms. What had
been a homely mishmash of stuff was
now sorted, redistributed, and piled up
according to principles that were not
readily apparent.

However, it has been noted that some
areas of the piles are softer to climb on,
some have shaded interiors, and some
continue to grow into tall chalky cliffs.
To everyone’s surprise, no one balked at
the appearance of junk in the streets and
open spaces. Maybe this was due to the
sheer scale of the piles and the spaces
they made. Or it was the addition of
Rummage
With the commons, the age of rummage
urbanism began.
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Shadow Shades
P-A-T-T-E-R-N-S (Georgina Huljich and Marcelo Spina), 2013. POP.

The drawing explores the representational
aspects derived from Steven Holl’s
concept of “hinged”space in Storefront
dynamic façade. Through various grains
of projective shadows rendered in shades
of grey lines, the elevation becomes
blurry and the plan fuzzier, both inscribed
with multiple figures and outlines. With
an overt avoidance of both simple and
popular, the drawing is as much a
mechanism for representation as it is a
self-indulging form of expression.
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1) POP: Protocols / Parts
Lateral Office (Mason White + Lola Sheppard), 2013. POP.

1) POP: Protocols / Parts: This is a
stocktaking of all of the lines and shapes
available in the digital drawing of
Storefront. The process isevidence ofthe
initial act of design –looking at what is
available in a raw, open-ended way to
begin.
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2) POP: Positions / Anagram
Lateral Office (Mason White + Lola Sheppard), 2013. POP.

2) POP: Positions / Anagram: Developed
from Protocols / Parts, ananagram
reassembly of lines and shapes into a
new novelStorefront. (Even the nameis
given an anagram.) The drawing is
caught between plan and section, and
although the exact same lines and shapes
are used –it is caught between scales.Is
that a large closet? Is that a garden?What
is inside?
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On Time Alone
Anthony Titus, 2015. Measure.

The drawing titled “On Time Alone,” takes
its cues from the rhythmic architectonic
qualities of Storefront’s pivoting walls, as
well as the urban mark-making which can
often be found on the space’s exterior wall
surfaces. The mysterious closed quality
of the space reveals the manner in which
aspects of human intervention such as
graffiti, soiled surfaces, or attempts at
repair leave their presence to be viewed in
specific moments of solitude. The drawing
interprets the question of measure as
it may relate to music, where rhythmic
structure, movement, and cadence are
valued. A series of ideal wall typologies
and photographic images of the exterior

surfaces are composed in relation to one
another. Inspired by the implied silence
of Storefront’s closed panels, the process
began by photographing the exterior of
the space at 3:00 am. “Measure” in this
sense may relate less to the dimensional
conditions of a space, and instead may
begin to focus on qualities, which may
be inherent to the unique space of the
drawing. “On Time Alone” explores the
possibility of inventing a series of ideal
wall types, which speak of the many ways
in which a wall surface can be carved or
projected in space.
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Measuring Storefront
FleaFollyArchitects, 2015. Measure.

‘FleaFolly’s Guide to the Perfect Gallery
Suit’
We at FleaFollyArchitects value quality,
comfort, and perfection; we know that
every gallery is different, and every
gallery is an individual. Your size, light
quality, materiality, and shape of space
all change the way your suit will fit. This
is why, as one of the oldest architectural
tailors in the UK, we have prepared
a guide to help you take the perfect
measurements, to create the perfect
gallery.
We believe that our knowledge,

traditions,
and values are why our customers consider
us more than just a tailor; we are the tailor.
1. Entrance
2. Stair Core
3. South Wall
4. Main Space
5. Services
6. Ceiling
7. Bathroom Area
8. Floor
Take several readings and calculate the
average. This measurement will determine
the strategic placement of works in relation
to viewing comfort, and remember: always
measure twice and place once!
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Rolling Doors
Odile Decq, 2013. POP.

Rolling Doors is a representation of a
volumetric complexity in two dimensions.
it questions the relation between inside
and outside.
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NOZI OH
Bureau V, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.
R

Five Points hold a two-century-old history
of hyper-density, cultural complexity, and
environmental health hazards that have
literally shaped lower Manhattan. The
primary of these was the squandering of
water resources through pollution in the
early nineteenth century, which forced the
infill and reclamation of the once picturesque
Collect Pond and Canal Street’s
namesake waterway. Taking its departure
from local history as well as global
challenges, the project considers
possible shifts in New York City as water
hyperinflation begins, caused by freshwater
shortages from infrastructural and
environmental failures.
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Neighborhood Palimpsest
James Ramsey (RAAD Studio), 2015. Measure.

Rather than simply exist as a pristine
experiment in geometry, Storefront
has become a part of its community, a
canvas that bears the history of its past
as tattooed layers upon its surface. It is a
dimensional projection of the passage of
time. This work seeks to use very simple
media to illustrate an elevation detail that
wears the marks of grime, dings, graffiti,
past signage, and erasure as emblems of
the building’s history.
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One Palm Tree Long
m-a-u-s-e-r (Mona Mahall + Asli Serbest), 2015. Measure.

Different objects have been used to
attempt to measure Storefront: a slice of
pizza, a party hat, a jamón, a saw. Yet,
the length of the Storefront gallery space
equals exactly the maximum height of
an average palm tree, when measured
according to American national standards
(overall height is the perpendicular height
from the ground to the top of the arc
made by the uppermost arching frond).
To show the relationship between both
objects (that is, to measure them) the
palm tree has to be eased into Storefront.
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Storefront, PlaceMat 1 (Architectural Digest)
Mark Robbins, 2015. Measure.

“Storefront, PlaceMat 1 (Architectural
Digest)” is a panoramic photograph of the
façade of Storefront, (10:05 pm Sunday,
August 1, 2015), and a two-page spread
of an interior from an issue of Architectural
Digest (August 2015), cut into 1/4” strips
and woven.
Keywords: Riegl, weaving, textile,
architecture, drawing, Jacquard loom,
computation, craft, glossies, homespun,
piecework.
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Elevation Storefront
Anna Neimark and Andrew Atwood, 2016. Measure.

“Elevation Storefront” measures 18” x
24”. It was made with a projector, tape,
and spray paint. The projector was used
to project the drawing of the elevation of
Storefront for Art and Architecture from
the computer onto a thin sheet of plastic
taped to the wall. The tape was used to
mask out three separate layers of the
drawing: 1” tape for the overall shape of
the façade, 1/16” tape for the outlines
of the revolving windows, and 1/64”
tape for the panel seams. Three types
of spray paint were used to distinguish
each layer of material: Montana Colors
94 White Matte Paint for the outlines of
the revolving windows, Montana Colors

Hardcore 2 White Gloss Paint for the
panel seams, and Krylon ColorMaster
White Flat Paint for the overall tone of the
façade panels. This is a representation
of the Storefront’s façade through the
measured difference among the shades
and textures of white spray paint and of
their corresponding masking tapes
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We Cannot not Know History
Alex Maymind, 2013. POP.

We cannot not know history’ is a plan
oblique drawing of Storefront for Art
and Architecture’ s gallery space
engulfed by a entropic collection of
invented, rationalized and personal
architectural ephemera from the last
300 years of history. This dense sea of
material creates an overwhelming field
in which the smaller red figure is nearly
swallowed, creating a “Where’ s Waldo?”
effect and simultaneously providing a
new urban context for the gallery. While
the distribution and organization of the
collection tends towards entropy, the
drawing is held together by specific
notable architectural icons from the past,

anchoring the tableau. As with previous
obsessive-compulsive archivist-architects
(most notably, Piranesi’ s Campo
Marzio, Durand’ s Precis or Letarouilly’
s Edifices de Rome Moderne’ ), the
drawing oscillates between the scale
of the city and the individual building,
between autonomous figures and blatant
agglomerations, and between legible
archipelagos and a interconnected
wholes allowing new contiguities and
spatial relationships to emerge from within
the sea.
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Revealing Positions
Ania Jaworska, 2016. POP.

The layout of “Revealing Positions”
references a construction document
sheet, where three-dimensional
diagrams provide a more informative
view of complex design conditions.
Axonometric drawings demonstrate the
function of Storefront’s iconic panels. The
drawing itself reveals the panels as they
open, rotate, and flip, which illustrates
Storefront’s role in revealing new positions
in art and architecture. *In order to fully
experience the drawing, charge it under
bright light for several minutes and then
view it in complete darkness.
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Exploded Streetfront
Urban-Think Tank, 2016. Measure.

Urban-Think Tank’s “Exploded Streetfront”
imagines Kenmare Street, Petrosino
Square, and the surrounding urban
spaces as activation zones for the social
public. The lexicon of street, public
space, and community tools proposed,
designed, invented, built, and dreamt
by U-TT show the activity of Storefront
exploding onto the streets. They highlight
the potential of the underused and
empty spaces in the city, while together
composing a circus of multi-scalar
devices for public use.

The projects include: Open Building, The
Public Spectacle, The Agora, Xarranca,
The Mobile Kitchen, Urban Theater, Take
Back the Street, Empower, and Migrant
House.
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Delirium No.9
Ahmed ElHusseiny (KPF), 2013. POP.

Obsession needs little reason. An alien
intruder to the metropolises relentless
grid-borne sprawl, the Storefront is
imagined as a bizarre kaleidoscopic lens
through which to view the city. Delirium
No. 9. is one of a series of exploratory,
Infinicities “remixes”. The Infinicities
project is a nascent, open-source
experiment dealing with collaborative
production of art and architecture,
democratization of design, and
appropriation and re-use of intellectual
output.
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Storefront 2115: (not) OUT THERE
pneumastudio (Cathrym Dwyre + Chris Perry), 2015. Measure.

Realism is premised on a similar
questioning of anthropocentrism that, as
Steven Holl and Vito Acconci’s design for
Storefront for Art and Architecture famously
negotiates an inherently ambiguous
boundary between the interior and exterior,
private and public, as well as cultural and
civic spaces of the city. Our speculative
re-drawing of their design reimagines
this negotiation between increasingly
ambiguous human / non-human agents
and boundaries. Cast into the uncertain
future of the 21st century metropolis,
where the physical (and philosophical)
boundaries are already eroding under
pressure from the signals and the noise,

Storefront is reconceived as a (not) OUT
THERE, no longer exclusive to human
culture. As such, Holl and Acconci’s
famously porous building skin serves as
a zone of exchange for a new dimension
of blurred interiority particular to shifting
human/non human relations, a reconfigured
space where “the gallery” itself becomes
a new ecotone, an unfolding border
ecology characterized by the asymmetric
confrontation and negotiation between the
“biomes” of “nature” and “culture.” The
edge effects will likely produce new forms
of highly adaptable “species” that are
dexterous enough to colonize spaces of
constant transition.
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STOREFRONT_FRAME_013.gif
Michelle Marchetti (San Rocco Magazine), 2016. POP.

“STOREFRONT_FRAME_013.gif” is a
frame of a short GIF movie about The
Architecture of STOREFRONT.
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Sharing is Caring
ODA, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

New York City is faced with a bleak future
of imposing walls, streets, and interiors,
forcing our faces ever closer to our phones
and other screens as a means of escape.
As an alternative to this future, we propose
a network of spaces in which human scale
inversely governs building scale, which in
turn promotes socialization and community.
The functionality of the Manhattan grid is
invaluable to this pursuit and should not be
compromised. Instead, our interventions
revolve around the inverted space created
by the grid: the city block. Consequently,
blocks are opened to the street and
courtyards are carved. The street wall is
extended internally, and these once leftover

spaces are now places designed for public
interaction. Spilling pedestrian life into the
internal void of the block instills a slow-paced
network that foils the accelerated orthogonal
Manhattan grid. The interior texture of
Manhattan is now public. Atop the buildings,
a resident-controlled, communal spatial
fabric is created. Bridging between blocks
produces an elevated system of connectivity
and establishes a network complementary to
the slow ground floor network. The traditional
courtyard has been moved to the roof and
expanded between blocks. Private courtyards
are no longer bound by unrelated walls, but
rather by the horizontal and vertical surfaces
of the dwelling below and its neighbors.
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ShaMBuF [Sharing Marring Bubble Flaring]
Pedro & Juana, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

Peer to peer technologies have made
sharing available to a community of
unrelated individuals. The sharing
movement has made you and your
belongings available to share for the
purpose of experiencing community.
Inhabitation has become a trading
endeavor, a marketed ideal. To meet
someone who has similar dreams and
goals, please fill out the form at hand. Data
interactions will match correlations of taste
and take you right to the action, exactly
where you belong, to a community that
shares your thoughts and ambitions with
their complementary possessions. The city
becomes a cluster of groups, a bubble

condition of people that are evermore
alike. ShaMBuF [Sharing Marring Bubble
Flaring] is a representation, or better yet
an abstraction, of an economy; a sharing
economy; a manifesto accompanying
a sharing economy; an example of the
latter. To reveal its mechanisms, the
inner workings and the tools inherent
to our profession. A form, a diagram, a
manifestation! A drawing and a model,
a frozen moment of a work in progress.
Together, they become a procedure,
a dialogue, and ultimately an action
that operates upon the spectator. A
masquerade, a sham of sorts, an honest
truth disguised that mars an object, a form,
a city.
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Key Party: City as Home
nARCHITECTS, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

We now live dispersed: our houses no longer
defined by walls, but spread across our
blocks, our city. Our block is our home; our
city is our house. Everything is everywhere;
one only needs a key. Our blocks are porous,
our city laced with a myriad of shortcuts and
public commons. We don’t need as much
space, as almost every space is used almost
all of the time. For all the large and varied
places we meet in, we retreat to as many small
ones to find ourselves alone. Key Party: City
as Home represents an alternate, hypothetical
Manhattan that extrapolates on a universal
culture of sharing and its corollary – a retreat
to small spaces affording privacy and escape
from pervasive civic life. Acknowledging the

potential for both utopian and dystopian
consequences for a society based on
sharing, the title of the project, Key Party,
refers to extended (and inherently limited)
access to shared services and amenities in
a society with both increased opportunities
and rising inequality. City blocks are
reimagined as overlapping, dispersed
homes, comprised of larger shared
buildings and slender mini-towers that
allow for solitude within the crowd. Rather
than a manifesto or proposal for urban
renewal, Key Party: City as Home functions
as an extrapolation, exposing both the
excitement and peril of the sharing model
of society.
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Section 581
SITU Studio, 2016. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

Anachronistic tax code, anonymous shell
companies, and absentee residents are all
distinct characteristics of New York’s luxury
housing market. Following Section 581,
the component of New York State property
tax law that lends its name to this project,
property taxes on condos and co-ops in
New York City are calculated based on an
assessment of property value conducted by
New York City’s Department of Finance, not
based on sale prices. For reasons that are too
complex to go into here, the assessed values
are often orders of magnitude lower than
sale prices - a condition that is concentrated
in the most expensive properties in the city,
many of which are located in the swath of

area covered by our model. The drawing
unpacks selections of the underlying data.
It identifies the fifty most expensive of
the 11,000 undervalued unit sales in our
section, and compares their respective sale
prices to the values used for property tax
assessment. This study represents a small
fraction of the lost property tax revenue that
could be captured across the entire city.
As a general trend, the more expensive the
sale price, the more extreme the disparity,
in some cases numbering in the tens of
millions of dollars for a single unit alone.
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There’s No Such Thing as a Computer Drawing
MILLIØNS, 2015. Measure.

The technical substrate of architecture’s
orthographic reasoning has now
disappeared and cannot be brought
back as anything other than historical
reenactment. Unlike orthographic
drawings, post-orthographic digital
models contain a running analysis of all
possible future object-scenarios; not just
formal possibilities, but increasingly also
tectonic specifications, construction and
maintenance costs, energy consumption
metrics, etc. The “real time analysis
of all possible future states” is a very
different imaginative framework than the
orthographic imagination, which always
wanted to use the past to make sense of

the future.
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Storefront To.po[p].litics
David Sperling, 2016. POP.

The work takes the obsession of
contemporary architecture by topological
diagrams as protocols to express
positions. It presents ways of representing
Storefront’s wall as a non-orientable
topological surface. The planar diagram
suggests identifying vertices to be
completed mentally by the viewer. The
three-dimensional diagram shows the
surface and their openings simultaneously
as mediation and hybridization devices
- endless. To.po [p]. litics: inside and
outside; institution and the city; art
and architecture; space and politics;
protocols, obsessions and positions

Drawing Series Works

Living Outside the Dome
MODU, 2016. Storefront for Art and Architecture. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms.

The following story envisions an
alternative future for Manhattan, as
well as today’s “sharing economy.”
This retroactive future begins with the
completion of an unprecedented urban
project—Buckminster Fuller’s “Dome
Over Midtown Manhattan.” In 1968, a
short eight years after proposing the
dome, Fuller celebrated the installation of
the last panel of its enclosure, which he
described as a “wire-reinforced, one-wayvision, shatterproof glass, mist-plated with
aluminum.” All of the dome’s residents
celebrated the project’s completion,
as Fuller’s prediction of its massive
reduction of energy consumption turned

out to indeed be true. The economic
windfall benefited everyone living under
the dome—the city’s first “sharing
economy”— while also producing an
urban environment without weather.
As Fuller said, “windows may be open
the year round, gardens in bloom and
general displays practical in the dust-free
atmosphere.” Recalling Le Corbusier’s
earlier vision of a “weatherless city,”
the dome’s climate was so constant
and homogeneous that the very idea of
weather was mostly forgotten.

Drawing Series Works

4x4 Measures
Michelle Fornabai, 2015. Measure.

As part of her “Synesthesia Series” paintings,
Michelle Fornabai has painted upon 16
measures of the Frank Loesser song
“The Inchworm” in ink on mylar, a predigital convention of architectural drawing
Synesthesia, an experience by which one
sensory or cognitive pathway leads to an
automatic, involuntary experience in another-sound to color, form, texture, or text--is
engaged by painting, literally, on a song. The
sixteen musical measures of “The Inchworm”
act as both a medium (paper support) and
an acoustic milieu for Fornabai’s process
of painting over a defined duration. Upon
exhibition at the Storefront for Art and
Architecture, the drawing may be played by

viewers while two Lepidoptera Gemetridae
(commonly known as “inchworms”),
released into the Storefront exhibition by
Ms. Fornabai, kinesthetically measure
the space with their movements. The
title of the drawing, “4x4 Measures | 2 to
4th,” refers to the four different sensory
measures taken of the space – acoustic,
tactile, kinesthetic and cognitive – whose
trace is indicated visually in the drawing
at four scales – by minute, inch, foot, and
geometric measure.

Drawing Series Works

1π—∞ (or 180 degrees of separation)
Rutger Huiberts, 2015. Measure.

How to measure the practically
immeasurable rotations of the doors in
the façade of the Storefront for Art and
Architecture? How to describe the blurring
of boundaries that occurs when its doors
are (semi)opened? How to quantify the
seemingly infinite interaction between
the institution and the city? Rather than
quantifying an exact measurement of these
rotations in time, this drawing makes use
of the number π to represent Storefront’s
social interface—its façade—as an endless
loop; to qualitatively “measure” the relation
between inside and outside, between
architectural pidgin and street talk, between
architecture and the city.

Drawing Series Works

Jambalaya
Gia Wolff, 2013. POP.

The doors are like letters pivoting to
make words; their many positions reveal
on the outside the stories on the inside.
Jambalaya is the three-part combination
of letters, words, and stories that make up
the Storefront for Art and Architecture.

Drawing Series Works

Multiple Exposure
Selldorf Architects, 2016. Measure.

“Multiple Exposure” uses the human
figure as a device to measure Storefront
for Art and Architecture. Proportion,
scale, and units of measurement are all
derived from our physical presence, and
our practice creates spaces in which
a harmony exists between the body
and the elements of our built work. This
composition relies on a relationship
of units relative to one another. Our
measurement explores the body related
to our own work, to Storefront, and as a
common measure of both.
The resultant drawing is composed
of rows of photography with multiple
exposures that relates the Storefront

space and the work of Selldorf Architects.
Each row of images explores a specific
topic: form, structure, opening, and
material – each through a different
project.

Special Works

Anatomy Flower
Janinsa Tschäpe, 2000. Storefront Benefit.

Abstraction
Steven Holl, 2013. Storefront Benefit.

Special Works

From the “Tooba” Series
Shirin Neshat, 2002 Storefront Benefit.

Chile 1981, Before Leaving
Alfredo Jaar, 1981. Storefront Benefit.

Special Works

Where’s the Knife?
Ania Jaworska, 2015. Sotrefront Benefit.

Hotel, TWA Terminal
Richard Barnes 2016. Storefront Benefit.

Special Works

Cerro Colorado
Yvonne Venegas, 2005. Storefront Benefit.

Shuttered
Liam Gillick, 2013. Storefront Benefit.

Special Works
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The Drawing Series
Aesthetics / Anesthetics: on birds, axonometries,
children, green and comics
June 27 – July 28, 2012
What is it that an architectural drawing does and how
does it do it?
How can we distill beauty from cosmetics?
How can new modes of representation produce new
architectures and new sensibilities?
Aesthetics/Anesthetics was an exhibition about
architectural drawings that invited audiences to reflect
on the performing properties of architectural drawings,
their purpose and aesthetic qualities, encouraging the
architectural community and other creatives to push
drawings, and with it architecture, beyond inherited
acknowledged values.
An image (and its after-image) carries within itself
a history (or performative script) of characters,
discourses, and conventions. The exhibition
acknowledged the resurgence of certain
representational devices that had become
architectural clichés operating almost as placeholders
or decorative elements of an architecture unable to
draw itself: birds on beautiful skies, happy children
with balloons, axonometries representing an aesthetic
of intellectualism, comics as means to communicate,
… this exhibition was an invitation to let those clichés
go and explore the performativity of the architectural
drawing as a way to generate a new imaginary.
The drawings revealed a different aspect of the
space and were representative of the generative
properties of the architect’s drawing. The gallery
space, wallpapered with sourced images of birds,
axonometries, children, green and comics cut from
drawings produced in the past five years, reflected
on the specific graphic devices used by architects to
ignite certain feelings and properties in their drawings
that the architectural drawing itself is unable to
convey: skies filled with birds to portray movement,
axonometries as a mode of applied intellectuality,

children as life generators, green surfaces as
magic ecological surfaces, or comics as prosthetic
communicative devices.
To see all the drawings, visit: storefrontnews.org
programming/aestheticsanesthetics/
POP: Protocols, Obsessions, Positions
June 19 – July 26, 2013
POP: Protocols, Obsessions, Positions investigated
what constitutes a position in architecture today
and how that might be generated through the
architect’s drawing.
As an image based on codes and systems of
representation that establish a space of legibility
between inherited and new forms, the architectural
drawing tends to operate either as a technical
tool of communication based on protocols and
codes or in a diametrically opposed spectrum as
an artistic device completely detached from the
constraints of architectural practice. While one
end of the spectrum is overcharged by the need to
communicate, the complex or mysterious beauty of
illegibility haunts the other. While protocols engage
with a disciplinary temporality and obsessions are
usually atemporal, positions address timely, current
issues beyond those typically addressed in the
discipline of architecture or an architect’s body of
work.
For this iteration, thirty international architects
were asked to go “from protocols, to obsessions, to
positions.”
To see all the drawings visit: storefrontnews.org/
archive/POP-protocols-obsessions-positions/
Measure
August 14 – September 19, 2015
To measure, to quantify the physical and intangible
dimensions of a place, is to articulate facts in
order to construct values. The process of creating
standards and guidelines of representation allows

innovation to enter the realm of the establishment.
What can be measured can be capitalized,
historicized, and sold.
While architectural representation conforms to a
system of standards and guidelines that allows for
the production of buildings, architecture is also the
practice of giving form to thought. In the process
of creating edifices that house social, political, and
spatial relations, architects make visible the functions
of society in operational and aspirational terms. In
this sense, architecture is constantly innovating new
forms of measurement and representation.
The pleasure and pressure to measure and be
measured has become increasingly present. Access
to growing data sets and new sensing technologies
is widespread, and the role of public and private
domains in terms of information and space are being
redefined. These contemporary conditions invite us to
reflect on our ideologies and values, and the drawing
is a manifestation of that which we are able to (and
desire to) count, measure, and draw.
Measure was an exhibition of newly commissioned
drawings by 32 international architects presenting 32
edifices of thought. Drawings were of Storefront for
Art and Architecture’s gallery space on 97 Kenmare
Street in New York.
Architectural representation, which draws upon the
diagram as a conceptual and abstract component,
has historically been criticized as obscure and self
referential. The proliferation of data visualization in
popular media today, however, allows us to engage
a much larger audience in conversations about
measurement and representation. The 32 drawings
presented at Storefront unveiled the challenges
of representation and extrapolated them onto the
architect’s table and the gallery walls.
Storefront’s third iteration of the drawing show seek
to find measures, resist measurement, and measure
the immeasurable by presenting drawings that range
from the real to the fictional and from the functional
to the symbolic. Measure positioned the medium and

the act of drawing as a process by which we seek
coherence in data and representation, and showed
us that it is the making of facts that is the basis for
the production of futurity beyond existing norms.
To see all the drawings, visit: storefrontnews.org/
programming/aestheticsanesthetics/
Sharing Models: Manhattanisms
July 15 – September 2, 2016
We are experiencing the emergence of a culture
that is marked by a return to, redefinition, and
expansion of the notion of the commons. The
increasing complexity and interconnectedness of
globalization is reorienting us away from trends
that have emphasized individuation and singular
development, and toward new forms of collectivity.
Over the last decade, emerging technologies and
economies have affected aspects of our everyday
life, from the way we work and travel, to how we
think about shelter and social engagement.
How will the sharing movement of today affect the
way we inhabit and build the cities of tomorrow?
Manhattan, one of the most dense and iconic places
in the world, has been a laboratory for many visions
of urbanism. Sharing Models: Manhattanisms invited
30 international architects to produce models of
their own visions for the city’s future together with 30
drawings.
The models and the drawings, each a section of
Manhattan, established analytical, conceptual, and
physical frameworks for inhabiting and constructing
urban space and the public sphere. Together,
they presented a composite figure; a territory that
is simultaneously fictional and real, and one that
opens a window to new perceptions of the city’s
shared assets.
To see all the drawings and images of the
models, visit: storefrontnews.org/programming/
sharing-models-manhattanisms/

